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Gardner: Work-Life Balance: Denmark vs. USA

WOR K - L I FE
BALANCE:
Denmark

VS USA

Growing up, I never really saw my dad. He was around for the
important things, but I knew that his focus wasn’t really on me; it was
on his work. Soon after my dad turned fifty-five years old, his workaholic
tendencies caught up to him. His heart rate and blood pressure spiked,
which caused him to incur some brain damage and increased his risk of
a heart attack. After this event, he could no longer function at the same
capacity. He couldn’t work, he could hardly socialize, and it would take
him years to recover—both mentally and emotionally. This health crisis

by s a r a h g a r d n e r

happened in large part because of his working too much.
But in the United States, this kind of working isn’t uncommon—in
fact, some might say working yourself to death isn’t a bad thing and
is even the best route to success in business. But what are the costs?
According to Joan Williams, a legal scholar and director of the Center
for WorkLife Law, Americans define success as “sacrific[ing] other areas
of . . . life in order to achieve workplace success.”1 So what kind of effect
does this have on workers? Clearly not a good one. Is this really the
best attitude to have? I think the easy answer is no. Before addressing
possible solutions to this issue, consider the differences between
Denmark and the US in the areas of work-life balance.
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often demands the sacrifice of a healthy personal

Priorities

DEN M A R K

and family life.

The reason for Danish success in work-life balance has

In Denmark, there is a much different attitude about

everything to do with their priorities. In Gray’s article, one

work-life balance. “Stop by a Danish office at 5 pm and

Dane pointed out that “money is not as important in the

nearly every desk will be empty.”2 Despite working

social life here as, for example . . . [in] America.”6 Danes

significantly less hours, Danes still take pride in their work

work fewer hours, enjoy more flexibility in their work, and,

while also enjoying a healthy lifestyle outside of work.

on average, tend to be better educated than Americans.7

Studies show that more educated, religious, tolerant,

Although Danes earn a lower income on average than

and caring countries are better at implementing family-

Americans, Danes compensate for this by having better

friendly work practices and policies.3 In addition, another

life satisfaction. In Figure 1 (below), Danes also enjoy

study suggests that having a good work-life balance

better environmental quality, more social support, and

increases both job satisfaction and family satisfaction.4

safer cities than Americans.

But even if a healthy work-life balance is good for

T H E U Sa

employees, how does work-life balance affect a company’s
success? In 2011, one company (First Tennessee Bank)

So what can Americans do to change their unhealthy
work-life balance? How can Americans become more
three suggestions that can help Americans have a
better work-life balance: (1) family-friendly work
policies, (2) reasonable work hours, and (3) a healthier
focus on happiness.

F A M I LY - F R I E N D LY
WOR K P OL I CI ES
In order for companies to truly respect a work-life
balance, they need to have policies in place to support

America, on the other hand, has cheaper housing

employees—especially regarding building a family.

gauge what effects it would have. Soon after, retention

costs and higher income. Simply put, Americans

Policy options include paid maternity/paternity leave,

increased by 50 percent, leading to 7 percent higher

value money. The culture required to earn the most

flexibility in the workplace, and general work schedules

customer retention; this resulted in $106 million of extra

money demands long work hours, strict company

that support family life. Figure 2 (right) illustrates the

profit over two years. As evidenced by this pilot program,

policies, focused attention on work above family,

current situations for paid maternity leave.

work-life balance practices are beneficial for employees

and a (highly) competitive attitude. 8 In summary,

and employers alike, and Denmark excels at this.

becoming a successful businessperson in the USA

Paid Maternity Leave
As shown in Figure 2, the USA has no legal mandate
for paid maternity leave in the USA. Working USA parents
are guaranteed only an unpaid twelve-week leave.9 In

Denmark: 52 weeks

USA: 0 weeks
Figure 2.
Data from U.S. Department of Labor and
Oresund Direkt.

contrast, Denmark offers fifty-two weeks of paid leave

B e t t er L i fe I n de x

that can be flexibly applied to either the mother or
father and can be used in a flexible timespan up until
the child is nine.10 These policies show that Denmark not

Ranking

Denmark

MATERNITY LEAVE

like Danes in their attitudes? Consider the following

piloted a flexible, supportive work environment to

5

PAID PATERNITY AND

only supports the birth of a child, but also the immense
amount of time required to raise a child long after birth.

usa
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Figure 1.
Data from OECD Better Life Index.

Flexibility

family. As Joan Williams stated, “it doesn’t take three or
ten months to raise a child, it takes twenty years.” 11 As
important as maternity leave is, supporting families is
so much more than that—and Americans can do better
at recognizing that.

In addition, companies can support families in the

Studies have also shown that initiating family-friendly

workplace by providing flexible options for employees to

work policies—especially if a company is the first to do

work. Examples include job shares, telecommuting, stable

so—has a positive impact on shareholder return values.12

scheduling, and a general respect for important family

Initiating family-friendly policies has a positive impact on

events. Such policies or values practiced in a company will

both employees and companies and can be well worth

better support both men and women striving to build a

the time and effort needed to implement them.13
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more expensive housing costs when compared to their
income than Americans do.20 Had the housing costs been
cheaper, this could have explained why Danes do not
focus on earning a high income.

It doesn't take
three or ten
months to
raise a child.

Some words in the Danish language illustrate the

A Better Focus

It takes twenty years.

attitude Danes have towards employment: hygge

It seems that Danes have a general lack of desire to earn

(pronounced hoo-gah), meaning “a feeling of coziness

a higher income because their priorities are elsewhere.

and contentment or a warm glow” 23, and arbejdsglæde

Despite lower income, Danes have lower unemployment

(pronounced

rates and higher gender equality in the workplace than

“happiness at work.” 24 Hygge is widely celebrated

the USA.21 For Danes, a healthy work-life balance and

in Denmark, as they focus on the family, personal

higher life satisfaction are much more important than a

fulfillment, balance, and happiness.

big paycheck, and definitely worth the lower income.

These attitudes towards work highlight the Danish

For a business, focusing on revenue and employee

definition of an ideal worker. An ideal worker in Denmark

effectiveness is clearly important; however, just as

values family over work and understands the importance

important is a focus on the well-being of its employees.

of a good work-life balance. One woman shared her

Employees with better life and family satisfaction are more

personal experience of moving to Denmark in order to

productive, healthy, and creative in the workplace.22 Even

achieve a more positive lifestyle.25 She shared that Danish

without being required by the government, American

work environments are built on trust and that Danes

companies ought to adopt these shorter work hours and

spend less time commuting and more time living.

1) is that Danes have a much lower average income than
than all other countries surveyed in the Better Life Index.17

As shown in Figure 3 (right), the average Danish work

The reasons for this may be associated with certain

week is 38.5 hours for men, in comparison to 42.5 hours

governmental policies. For example, Denmark has the

for men in the USA.

Danes also enjoy five weeks of

highest personal income tax (surveyed by the OECD) at

mandatory vacation for both holidays and family events,

53 percent, compared to the average at 24 percent. This

and they have a policy that employees should not have to

income tax contributes to free, socialized education and

work more than an average of forty-eight hours a week.

health care.19 Because Danes do not need to pay for health

15

In addition to fewer hours worked, Danish employers
highly respect the personal and leisure time of their
employees. Instead of dinner or weekend meetings,
Danes strive to have midday or lunch-time meetings to

Denmark

18

usa

care or education, they may not need a higher income. In
addition, what may have started as a higher income could
be smaller, partially because of high tax rates.
Additionally, Americans have a better ratio of income

44

w e e k ly w o r k h o u r s

Figure 3.
Data from OECD Better Life Index.

Average Weekly Hours
Full-Time

is the ideal lifestyle, in Denmark, they’ve shown otherwise.

Published
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meaning

A limitation to Danish work success (shown in Figure
Americans; the USA has a significantly higher income

respect employees’ needs to return home to a family.16

simply

and their families.

Despite a mentality in the USA that working long hours

14

are-bites-glue),

have an attitude of respect towards employees’ own lives

Limitations

R E A SON A B L E WOR K
H OU RS

H E A LT H I ER FO C U S ON
H A P P I N ESS

42
40
38
36
34
32

Men

Women

to housing expenses, meaning that Danes have much
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